QUICK PIZZA

Ingredients to make two pizzas
280g strong fine white flour
(alternatively 280g French T65 flour)
5g dried yeast or 10g fresh yeast

5g salt
210g warm water (200g if using T65)
Toppings

Method
Mix the yeast and warm water into the flour and salt in a bowl large enough to allow the dough
to double in size. Knead the dough for roughly 10 minutes until it is smooth and springy.
Lightly oil the bowl then put the dough back in a in a warm place covered for 1 hour.
Shaping
Divide the dough into balls roughly 250g each. Rest the divided dough, covered for 30
minutes. Line a baking tray, preferably rimless, with baking paper and dust liberally with flour.
Turn the dough out onto the middle of the tray. Dust the top of the dough and your fingers
repeatedly with flour to prevent sticking. Use your fingers to push down on the dough starting
in the middle and working towards the edge. Flip the dough over if it isn’t too moist and
repeat. Gradually make a thin round with raised edges. The dough may shrink back. Just let it
rest a minute then try again.
Topping
Spread tomato/basil/chilli/pepper sauce thinly over the base leaving the crust clear to hold as
you eat or simply paint the base with olive oil. Add olives/anchovies/cheese. Don’t over do it,
simple and light is best. Make sure the toppings are not wet and that that the sauce isn’t runny
otherwise the base will be soggy. Paint the crust with olive oil. Live dangerously, try thinly
sliced apple on apricot jam or bacon, apple and stem ginger in syrup. Once the topping is on,
get the pizza into the oven right away.
Firing
Bake at as high a temperature as you can. It’s ready when the crust is golden brown with a
few darker patches. 250°C for 10 minutes works but a thicker base will take longer. (Pizza
ovens run at around 480ºC). Slide the pizza on its paper from the cold tray onto a hot tray in
the oven in order to get a crisper base. Don’t overcrowd your oven as this will drop the
temperature. One at a time is best. Scatter torn basil over the pizza and serve.
Alternative timings for the quick pizza
For better flavour in the pizza crust make the dough the day before, ideally 24 hours ahead of
when you want to begin baking them. Once you have divided the dough ready to shape, oil
each ball lightly then cover them and put them in the fridge. Next day bring the balls out to
warm up an hour before shaping.

PIZZA

FROM A

POOLISH

Overnight poolish (six 280g pizzas)
500g warm water
⅛ teaspoonful dried yeast
500g pizza flour or 250g strong white flour
plus 250g plain flour

Remaining ingredients
250g warm water
20g fine salt
500g pizza flour or 250g strong white flour
plus 250g plain flour

Method
The evening before, mix the poolish ingredients, cover, leave at room temp. 12 to 14 hours
after making the poolish (eg if mixed at 8pm then this stage is started around 10am) Mix the
additional white flour and salt in a bowl large enough to allow the dough to double in size.
Use the warm water (from the recipe) to wash the poolish into the flour/salt. Mix by squeezing
and folding.
Leave for 30 minutes then fold the dough in the bowl. Do this by wetting your hands then
going round the bowl stretching a handful of dough out to the side then folding back into the
centre. Repeat this folding after 30 minutes. Lightly coat the dough and the bottom of the bowl
with olive oil to prevent sticking. Cover and leave to prove for about five hours.
Shaping, topping and firing
About five hours from mixing carry on as for shaping the quick pizza.
Alternative firing for either pizza
Heat a large dry frying pan on the hob, as hot as you can. Put a pizza base in the hot pan for 1
- 2 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat while you add sauce and toppings then slide the
pan under the pre-heated grill for 1 - 2 minutes (again as hot as possible). The difficulty is in
getting the shaped dough into the frying pan without deforming it. Shaping the dough on a
well floured rimless tray (no baking paper - it might catch fire) is the best option. Check that
the dough is free to slide off the tray before slipping it into the pan and push more flour under
the dough with a scraper if it’s stuck.
Freezing dough or bases
You can freeze the proved balls of dough then when you want a pizza take them out of the
freezer to defrost (12 hours in the fridge or 2 - 3 hours at room temperature). Alternatively
freeze baked bases, browned on top but without topping. Bring them out of the freezer 1 - 2
hours before baking.

